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I. INTRODUCTION 
As a generalization of the physical method based on the principle of 
invariance originally due to Ambarzumian [l], Busbridge [2], and Chandra- 
sekhar [3], a statement of the principle of invariant imbedding has recently 
been given by Bellman and Kalaba [4]. In a long series of papers (see Bellman, 
Kalaba, and Wing [5] and Wing [6]) this technique has been systematically 
exploited to provide a new formulation for a wide class of transport problems 
in general media. 
In the field of radiative transfer, the invariant-imbedding method was 
applied to the diffuse-reflection problem in a finite homogeneous flat layer 
[7], in a two-dimensional slab [8] with noncoherent scattering [9], from a 
collimated point source [lo-121, in the one-dimensional time-dependent 
transport process [13], and for the case of diffuse reflection of time-dependent 
parallel rays by a finite inhomogeneous flat layer [lo, 141. A comprehensive 
list of references concerning many previous attempts at solving the point- 
source and time-dependent diffuse-reflection problems will be found in 
[II], [14], and [15]. 
In the present paper, the principle of invariant imbedding is used to obtain 
the integral equations for the scattering function of a pencil of radiation by 
a finite, plane-parallel, inhomogeneous, nonemitting, and isotropically scat- 
tering atmosphere, with monodirectional illumination of the lower surface, 
allowing for the incident Dirac delta-function and unit step-function, time- 
dependent, net fluxes. Finally, the Laplace transform of the integral equation 
for the S-function is derived, a result convenient for computational purposes. 
* This research is supported and monitored by the Advanced Research Projects 
Agency under Contract No. SD.79. Any views or conclusions contained in this 
Memorandum should not be interpreted as representing the official opinion or policy of 
ARPA. Permission to quote or reproduce must be obtained from The RAND 
Corporation. 
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II. THE EQUATION OF TRANSFER 
In a two-dimensional Cartesian system of coordinates, we consider a plane- 
parallel, inhomogeneous, nonemitting, and isotropically scattering atmosphere 
of finite geometrical thickness zr (0 < x1 < a). The optical properties of 
the medium vary with the geometrical depth x (0 < x < zr) and the geometri- 
cal horizontal distance x (- m < x < 00). Let a pencil of radiation of infini- 
tesimal cross section, but of time-dependent net flux Z-F normal to itself, 
be falling at a point (2 = zi, x = 0) on the lower surface in the direction 
- pLo (0 < p,, < I), where cl,, is the cosine of the angle of incidence measured 
from the inward normal. 
Following the notation in a preceding paper [ 111, we shall use I (z, x, t; +p) 
to denote the intensity at a point (z, x) at time t directed towards the lower 
surface z = zI and I(z, x, t; ---CL) (0 < p < 1) for that directed towards the 
upper surface x = 0. 
The equation of transfer appropriate to the present case is written in the 
form 
p g + dl - 112 g + ; $ + Z(Z, x) 1 = U(Z, x) 3(2, x, t), (2-l) 
where c, Z(Z, x), and U(Z, x) are the velocity of light, the monochromatic 
volume attenuation, and the scattering coefficients, respectively, and 3 is 
the source function given by 
3(x, x, t) = ; ,z: 1(x, x, t; p’) dp’. (2.2) 
Equation (2.1) should be solved subject to the initial and boundary condi- 
tions 
I(& x, 0; + p) = I((x, x, 0; - p) = 0, 
I(% x, t; + CL) = 0, 4~ x, c - CL) = +F(t) a(~ - ~0) S(x), (2.3) 
where 0 < p < 1 for each equation and 6 is the Dirac delta function. 
III. THE INTEGRAL EQUATION FOR THE SCATTERING FUNCTION 
Recalling the intensities directed towards the upper and lower surfaces, 
we may rewrite (2.1) in the forms 
‘1(x9 ‘bz + ‘) + tan 0 E + $ g = - i [I(a, x) I - 0(x, x) S(Z, x, t)] 
= G(x, *, t; + 4, (3-l) 
IO 
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WG x9 t; - CL> + tan 0 ii’ + 1 g = _ 1 
az ax cp at 
; [Z(z, x) z - u(z, x) 3(x, x, t)], 
(3.2) 
where 0 < Z.L < 1 for each equation. 
Let the diffusely reflected intensity Z(z,, X, t; + p) be expressed in terms 
of the diffuse reflection coefficient R(z,, x, t; CL, pO) defined by 
Z(%, x, c + CL) = @I, x, t; + p; Zi,,) 
= XJ: 
R(z,, x - x’, t - t’; p, p’) 
.4&h x’, t’; - p’) dx’dt’d$, (3.3) 
where for convenience x > 0 and Zr,,(z,, X, t; -p) is yielded by (2.3). 
Add a flat layer of infinitely small thickness dx to the lower surface of the 
atmosphere. Then, on imbedding the flat layer of thickness dz in x, x, and t 
and using Eq. (3.1), we get 
Z(% + AZ, x + 43, t + At,; + I”; 4,,) 
= 4s x, t; + CL; fin,, + AZ * G(z,, x, t; + CL) + o(A.4, (3.4) 
where dx, = tan 8dx, At, = Ax/+; G(x,, x, t; + p) is given by Eq. (3.1); 
o(Az) is of the order of magnitude of 4x2. 
The intensity emergent on the left-hand side of (3.4) is provided by 
42, + AZ, x + Ax,,, t + At,; + CL; b,,) 
= fs:J:s: 
R(z, + AZ, x + Ax,, - x’, t + At, - t’; p, p’) 
* 4,&G, x’, t’; - /.L’) dz’dt’dp’ 
(3.5) 
= trJ:s: 
R(x, + AZ, x + Ax,, - x’, t + At,, - t’; /.L, /.L’) 
.8(x’)F(t’) 8(/L - Ilo) dx’dt’d$ 
= ; It R(z, + A x, x + Ax,, t + At,, - t’; p, pJF(t’) dt’. 
0 
By means of (3.2), f&zr, x, t; --CL) can be put in the form 
fin&,, x, t; - p) = Z(q, x, t; - /A) = Z(z, + AZ, x - Ax,, t - At,; -/J) 
- $ [Z(q, x) Z(zl, x, t; - /AFL) - uv ,I: Z(z,, x, t; ,u’) d$] 
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= ; qt - At,) 8(x -Ax,) S(/..L - /A()) (3.6) 
- ” [; k, x)F(t) ~(XP(P - PO) - J++(t) 6(x) 
4% 4 t l --__ 
4 j, j, R(z,, x, t - t’; p”, &I) F(t’) dt’dp”] 9 
where Ax, = tan 0, Ax, At, = A%&,. 
On inserting (3.6) into the first term on the right-hand side of (3.4), we get 
4x,, x, c + CL; &lo) = ; j: 4 x1, x - Axl, t - t’; p, p,,)F(t’ - Ah) dt’ 
‘h ‘1 Ax t -___ 
4Po s R(.x,, x, t - t’; /.L, PO) F(t’) dt’ 0 
R(x,, x, t - t’; /A, $)F(t’) dt’ y 
(3.7) 
+ $ j; 
cc 
j: j; R(z,, x - x’, t - t’; p, $) u(zl, x’) dx’dt’ 7 
t’ I 
:I I I+,, x’, t’ - t”; p”, ,uo)F(t”) dt”dp”. 0 0 
With the aid of (3.1) and (3.3), the quantity G(z,, x, t; + p) can be written 
in the form 
G(x,, x, t; + PL) 
--- kh x) 4% x, t; + P) - 
4% 4 +l 
___ s_,+~> x, t; $1 C’] * 
R(x,, x, t - t’; p, PO) F(F) dt’ - TF(t) S(x) 
+1,x> t * - - j, s, R(z,, x, t - t’; ,L?, PO) .F(t’) dt’d/]. 
8 
Making use of (3.5)-(3.8), (3.4) becomes 
; j” R(x, + A x, x + Ax,, t + At, - t’; p, po)F(t’) dt’ 
0 
R( x1, x - Axl, t - t’; p, fi,)F(t’ - At,) dt’ 
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+ AZ 4% 0) -t -I 
8 i .I 0 0 
R(z,, x, t - t’; p, p’)F(t’) dt’ %; 
(3.9) 




’ R(x,, x’, t’ - t”; p”, po)F(t”) dt”d$’ 
0 0 
4% 4 - - AZ 
4t4 s 
t R(z,, x, t - t’; p, po) F(f) dt’ + y AS(t) S(x) 
0 
+ 1 4% 4 Ax t l 
P 8 !I 
R(z,, x, t - t’; p”, po)F(t’) dt’dp”. 
0 0 
In a manner similar to that used in [ll], we shall consider Case A of the 
S(t) time-dependent flux and Case B of the unit step-function, time-dependent 
flux. 
Case A: When F(t) = FS(t), (3.9) becomes 
R(% + 4 x + Ax07 t + Ato; PI, PO) = R(JQ, x - 4, t - At,; p, PO) 
- @$ Az~(z,, x, t; p, po) - y AzR(z,, x, t; p, po) 
+ 4% 4 4% 0) l -A&(t) S(x) + AZ 2 j 
I-L 0 
R(x,, x, t; /L, $) 5 




R(x,, x, t; CL”, ~0) W’ 
+ $ jII’ 
co 





R(q, x’, t’; ,x”, po) dp”. 
0 
Letting AZ -+ 0, from (3.10) we have 
= u(q, x) + S(t) S(x) + v 1’ A@,, x, t; /J, $) y 
0 
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+ v j1 I+,, x, t; /L”, po) dp” 
0 
(3.11) 
+ ; j” 
m 
j: j: R(x,, x - x’, t - t’; p, p’) u(xl, x’) dx’dt’ $$ 
. 
s 
’ R(x,, x’, t’; p“, po) dp”. 
0 
Writing 
R(%, x, t; K PO) = 
S(% xs c CL? PO) 
CL ’ 
(3.12) 
Eq. (3.11) reduces to 
g + (tan 8 + tan 0,) 2 + (t + d, i g 
4% 0) +(y+Jygs 




. S(z,, x’, t’; p”, po) dx’dt’ 7 --Ti- . 
P CL 
When the optical properties of the medium do not change with X, (3.13) 
becomes 
g + (tan 13 + tan 0,) $ + (i + $-) (i f + l(z,)) S 
1 
= a(.xJ [S(x) S(t) + f j: fqz,, x, t; P, p') y 
+ ; j: S(.% x, t'; ('9 PO) dcL" P 
+ ; j-y 00 j: j: j: S(% x - x', t - t'; CL> l-4 
dp’ d/i’ 
. S(z,, x’, t’; /i’, PO) dx’dt’ 7 - 
P CL” I 
. 
(3.14) 
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Case B: When F(t) = FH(t), where F is constant and H(t) is defined by 
t <o, 
t >o, (3.15) 
then (3.9) takes the form 
R*(z, + AZ, x + AX@ t + At,; p, CL”) = R*(z,, x - Ax,, t - At,; CL, h) 
- Ax !kf.?.? R*(z,, x, t; /L, p,,) - Ax T z(xly x, R*(x,, x, t; p, po) 
PO 
+Ax-EL H(t) S(x) + Ax gy j’ R*(x,, x, t; p, p’)$ 0 (3.16) 
+ + jym j: j: j: R(x,, x - x’, t - t’; CL, $1 +I, x’) 
h’ R*(z,, xl, t’; p”, po) dx’dt’ 1*1 dp”, 
where 
R*(z,, x, t; p, po) = j: R(x,, x, t - t’; CL> PO) H(t’) dt’. (3.17) 
As AZ + 0, (3.16) becomes 
z + (tan 8 + tan 0,) y: 
1 
+ (++#~+(~+++* 
= !%‘fl H(t) a(x) + uy j’ R*(z,, x, t; p, p’) y 
0 (3.18) 




R*(x,, x, t; P”, ~0) G” 
+ ; jm 
* 
j: j:, [:, R(z,, x - x’, t - t’; P, CL’) +I, x’) 
4’ . R*(z,, x’, t’; p”, ,uo) dx’dt’ T dp”. 
If we write 
R*(z,, x, t; ~3 PO) = 





then (3.18) reduces to 
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as* 
az + (tan 8 + tan 0,) g + (i + $j i F 
1 
%% 0) 4% 4 
+!,+- 1 
s* 
= U(%l, x) H(t) 6(x) + uy j' s*(z,, x, t; I*, p') y 
0 
+ y j" s*&z,, x, t; p", po) g 
CL 
+ $ jy jt;l S(z,, x - x', t - t'; p, p') u(zl, xy dx'dt'% 
m 0 0 
. 
s 
l s*(x,, x', t'; p", po) y . 
0 
(3.20) 
When I(+ x) and o(zl, x) do not depend upon x, (3.20) takes the form 
as* az + (tan 8 + tan 0,) g 
1 
+ (+ + J-j (;; + w) s* 
+ ; j; s*(z,, x, t; p”, PO) z P 
+ a j: s’ j’ j’ S(z,, x - x’, t - t’; p, p’) m 0 0 0 
’ dp” 
. S*(z,, x’, t’; p”, po) dx’dt’ f -1. 
P” 
(3.21) 
IV. THE LAPLACE TRANSFORM OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATION 
FOR THE S-FUNCTION 
When Z(z) and U(Z) are independent of z, i.e., (the medium is optically 
homogeneous, then Eq. (3.14) for S(T, I, U; p, po) reduces to 
g + (tan 0 + tan eo> g + (+- + +) (g + 1) S 
= OJ [S(r) S(u) + ; j; q71, r, u; p, CL’) y
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dp’ d/i’ 
. S(T~, r’, u’; p”, po) dr’du’ tLI II , 
CL 1 
where 7, r, u are given by 
7 = lz, r = lx, u = clt; 
w is the albedo for single scattering, u/Z. 
Similarly, Eq. (3.21) for S*(T, r, u; /A, pO) becomes 
as* 
a7 + (tan 19 + tan 8,) 
1 
~+(;+J&-,(;+l,s* 
= w [S(r) H(u) + i j: S*(TI, r, u; cL, $1 f$ 







2,{f(r, u)} = jmf(r, u) cqu du, y < Re q, 
0 
(4.4) 
Lif,{f(r, u)) = lcF f(r, u) e-p’ dr, a < Rep < 8. 
-02 
(4.5) 
Iff(r, U) is a function of the pair of real variables -* < t < 03 and 0 < U, 
and if the integral 
F[p, q) = jm ja? *f(r, u) e-Pr-Qu drdu 
--m 0 
(4.6) 
is convergent for 01 < Rep < fl and y < Re q, then F(p, q) may be called 
the combined double Laplace transform of the function f(r, u), and we may 
write 
F(P,q) = ~pPqW, UN. (4.7) 
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Furthermore we define the combined convolution theorem for the one- 
and two-sided Laplace transforms and the relation between the combined 
double Laplace transform of the first derivative of a function as follows: 
(a) If the functions F,(p, q) and F,(p, q) are such that 
FdP, d = ~p,PgW~ u>>>, a1 < Rep < A, y1 < Re qy (4.8) 
F2(P, 4 = ~4PB{~g{fdr, 4% a2 < Re P < P2, y2 < Re 4, (4.9) 
and we put 
g(r, 4 = ,II, j)cr - I’, u - u’)f&‘, u’) dr’du’, (4.10) 
then the combined convolution theorem for such transforms may be put in 
the form 
Fl(P, 4) F,(P* 4) = ~,PGW~ 4% (4.11) 
where max (q, as) < Rep < min (/II, /?a) and max (n, ys) < Re q. 
(b) Provided that f(r, u) -+ 0 as r -+ * and u = 0 and the interchange ( ( 
of the order of integration is permissible, we have 
(4.12) 
On applying the combined double Laplace transform to (4.1), and writing 
‘3~1, P, q; P, ~0) = ~J”Lpg{S(Tl, r, u; CL, ~oNl> (4.13) 
we get 
g+ [(tane+tanB,)p+ ($+$)(4+ l)]G 
= w [l+; j: G(T,, P, 4; EL, P’) $f + ; j: G(T,, P, 4; CL”, CL,,) $k 
+ ; j’ j1 G(Q, P, q; I”, P’) 5 %> P, q; P”, PO) $&]. (4.14) 
0 0 
Similarly, the combined double Laplace transform of (4.3) yields 
g + [(tan 0 + tan 8,) p + (i + 6) (q + I)] G* 
= a~ [$ + ; j; G*(T,, P, q; CL, P’) $$ + ; j; G*(Q, P, q; CL”, PO) y 
+ + I’ j’ %, P, q; P, P’) F G*(T,, p, q; p”, ~0) $&I. 0 0 
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On the other hand, allowing for 





= w [8(r) H(u) + ; ,I s*($ r, u; p, p’) F 
+ ; 1; s*(% r, u; CL”, PO) c” 
P 
-fJy=Jy/;g (T1, r - Y’, u - u’; p, p’) 
d$ dti’ 
- S*(r,, Y’, u’; /.L”, CL& dr’du’ -T 
PFLIl. 1 (4.17) 
Then, the combined double Laplace transform of (4.17) provides us with 
g + [(tan 6~ + tan 4,)~ + (i + kj (q + I)] G* 
= w [$ + ; ,: G*h, P, q; TV, CL’) $ + ; 1; G*h, P, q; CL”, ~0) y 
dFLr d/i’ 
+ 4 j-1 1; G*h P, 9; CL> p’) G*(% P, 4; CL”, ~0) 7 71. (4.18) 
Equations (4.14), (4.15), and (4.18) are useful for computational purposes. 
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